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THE QUALITY OF ATTENTION IN LEARNING 
______________________________ 

When%the%mind%is%quiet,%
when%there%is%no%resistance%to%living,%

when%the%mind%is%not%troubled%
by%fearful%thinking,%
then%one%can%listen,%

one%can%love.%

Children are told by their parents and teachers to listen, to pay 
attention. But what is really being asked? Generally it is for children to 
do something adults want them to do. In other words, the demand for 
attention has a motive. Can there be a listening, a state of attention 
without a motive? Is there any significance in being attentive, listening 
without a motive?  

Usually the teacher demands the child’s attention in an effort to get that 
child to learn something; the child often resists. So, the teacher speaks 
sharply to the child, using the voice of authority to request that the child 
obey. This happens in most schools. The child is coerced into memorizing 
boring information, and when the child resists, pressure is applied to 
conform. This struggle goes on year after year, generation after 
generation. It is also the struggle of parent and child.  

We may feel that the child needs to be forced to obey, and to absorb 
certain information so he can live in a complex society. Some knowledge 
is obviously important and requires the child to pay attention in order for 
learning to take place. But to what extent should learning be imposed? 
How much information does a child require? What are we asking of the 
child? Are children resisting the conditioning they intuitively feel is 
taking place as they are being educated?  

If we want to rear healthy and happy children, it is imperative that we 
see what we are doing. If we carry on the tradition of education from 
generation to generation without questioning the underlying intent, we 
will never see the “hidden curriculum.” Is socialization, the polite word 
for conditioning, really necessary? Are we aware of what we are doing? 
Have we ever asked these questions of ourselves?  



A state of attention, of listening without resistance, occurs when the 
child feels free and open. Isn’t this state of attention, of listening without 
a motive, the foundation of a sane behavior and a creative mind? When 
the mind is quiet and untroubled by fearful thinking, when there is no 
resistance to living, then one can listen, one can love. Or is this wishful 
thinking?  

LEARNING THAT HAS NO MOTIVE 

The child’s mind, undisturbed by the conditioning 
of fearful, neurotic, convoluted thinking, is already sane. 

When we ask a child to concentrate on the task at hand, what are we 
asking? When learning math or biology, the child needs to concentrate 
his attention on that subject matter to the exclusion of all else, not to be 
distracted but to limit his awareness to a single point. Concentration is 
the narrowing of attention to a particular, and is sometimes needed when 
learning a subject.  

But is there a difference between concentration, this single-pointed 
awareness, and focus? Focus is usually thought of as the ability to 
concentrate, and concentration is to put one’s attention on one thing at a 
time: There is a motive, a fixed time-bound view. Is there a focus that has 
no motive, no outward fixed point in time? Is there a focus that has no 
center, no inward fixed point in time? Concentration has both an 
outward and inward fixed point; the inward motive comes from the desire 
to look, stimulated by the outward objective. This process occurs within 
time, through effort.  

The profound experience of focus is a heightened state of alertness when 
the brain has temporarily suspended mental activity. Time as we know it 
has ended, and there is no identification, no thing, or mental labeling of 
this or that. We have all had moments of timelessness, but we usually 
dismiss them as vagueness or inattention. Our frantic lives perpetuate 
constant mental activity, and thus we live out of thought day and night, 
never resting.  

The ground of our being, living beyond thought, is rarely touched in our 
self-centered lives. We concentrate on our thoughts and the products of 
our thoughts, all of the projections and extensions of me, my, mine. How 
can we help the child to retain profound alertness, that timeless quality 
of being? The child’s mind, undistorted by fearful, neurotic, convoluted 
thinking, is already sane. We are born without the burden of formulated 
ideas about life.  



Can overemphasis on concentration develop a mind that is neurotic? Is 
our conventional educational system promoting a highly intellectual 
brain, one full of knowledge but isolated from living and therefore 
destructive? Can we enquire into the need to develop a balanced, sane 
mind, one capable of rational thinking and, at the same time, free from 
thinking?  

PRISONERS OF FREEDOM 

We have created an unfree world trying to be free. 

We speak of freedom in education and child rearing and the freedom that 
a child needs to live a happy life. We have many images of freedom. 
Freedom may mean we are free to say what we want, to worship in any 
way we choose, to be educated in a variety of ways, and so on. In the 
United States of America, these freedoms have become our rights and we 
feel that they must be protected. Globally, each nation, each religious 
fragment, each group asserts their particular freedoms, their particular 
rights, with the result of creating global conflict and lack of freedom.  

So what is freedom? Can each person assume, as his right, the freedom 
to do exactly as he pleases? We are so conditioned to fight for our 
freedom that we do not see the paradox. We have created an unfree world 
trying to be free.  

Freedom is associated with independence. The United States of America 
was founded on the right to independence as a reaction to being 
governed unjustly by Great Britain. The belief in independence is deeply 
ingrained in Americans; they must be independent, free individuals. But 
is this really freedom? Does asserting rights bring freedom? Does being 
independent bring freedom? Does emphasizing the individual bring 
freedom? These questions stir in us reactions to be unfree, images of a 
socialist or communist state, a totalitarian, limited way of life where 
everyone is in bondage. But are we only reacting to the fear of lack of 
freedom? In some parts of the world, people react adversely to freedom; 
they fear being out of control. So, some people consider no control to be 
freedom and desirable, while others consider control to be the only way 
and that freedom is chaos.  

If we agree that freedom is to be valued, what is real freedom? Surely it is 
to be free from the destructive influences of psychological conditioning, 
to be free of fragmentary thinking and the conflict of ideals. Being truly 
free comes when one has gone deeply within to uncover the very roots of 
conflict. Real freedom is not a right or a privilege to be legislated, nor is it 
a matter of politics, religion, economics, or any manifestation of thinking. 
Real freedom is when the mind is free of self- centered activity and the 



desire to be or to become. Can we teach our children about real freedom? 
Or are we going to mindless assert our traditional right to “freedom,” our 
superficial tribal notions of independence?  

 

DEATH AND THE UNKNOWN 

If death is the unknown, why do we fear what we do not know? 

What is death? Is it important to discuss this issue with young children? 
For a time I worked for Home Hospice, an organization dedicated to 
helping the terminally ill die comfortably, and there I confronted the 
reality of death. During my work, I talked with a group of junior high 
school students who were very interested in talking about death, and 
they shared many experiences about dying relatives. Very few adults ever 
take the time to discuss death except in romantic or quasi-religious 
terms, promising an afterlife, or heaven and hell, or some such belief. 
But what if we just look at the fact of death, not what we think it should 
be or what we hope may come after death, but just look at the reality of 
death?  

I remember caring for one woman who was dying. After she died, I went 
to the funeral home; there were only a few people there, mainly the 
family, since the actual funeral wasn’t until the next day. I remember 
walking up to the casket. I had only seen one dead person before and 
that was from a distance when I was young. As I looked down at this 
woman, I saw a new person; her face was totally relaxed and free of the 
terrible pain she had been suffering for so long. I put out my hand and 
touched hers; her hands were ice cold. I wondered if she would open her 
eyes and look at me or suddenly sit up.  

Standing there, I was confronted by the fact of death. It was a reality. 
There were no images of heaven or hell in my mind, or any such creation 
of imaginative thinking. There was just a body that was cold. I remember 
thinking, “So this is death! This is all it is!”  

Why are we so afraid of death? Why does the mind invent fantasies of life 
after death? When I taught psychology at a community college in 
Northern California, we talked about death, among other issues. I asked 
the students to take out a piece of paper and write at the top of the 
paper, “Death is . . .” Then I asked them to free- associate, to write down 
what came to mind when confronted with this subject. After a while we 
discussed their answers: “Death is like a big door closing.” “Death is the 
end!” “Death is utter darkness.” “Death is when God punishes you for 
your sins.” My request received a wide variety of responses. Then I asked 



them to answer the question, “How do you know the above to be true?” 
Usually there was a noticeable silence and pause.  

It became clear that the brain is conditioned with certain images about 
death. If death is the unknown, why do we fear what we do not know? Or 
do we really fear the known, that is, the images we have been taught 
about death?  

Since we are afraid of the images of death and not death itself, what 
reaction does fear produce in us? Do we feel threatened? What or who in 
us feels threatened? Do we seek security in beliefs based on our fears 
caused by feeling threatened?  

If we looked at the fact of death directly, we would see it for what it is: 
nothing. We would also notice that we fear our projections of “darkness,” 
“a big door,” or “an avenging God.” It’s like having a bad dream; either 
one continues to assert that the dream is real, or one sees that the 
dream only exists in the mind. But there is a deeper issue in all this: 
“Who or what is the maker of these images?” and “Why are they made?” I 
am concerned with the structure of this process, to find what lies behind 
our fears.  

Something in us feels threatened at the thought of death and, in 
reaction, seeks solace from this threat. Are we then establishing a maze 
of beliefs to justify or rationalize the fear of death? Do we create religions 
that promise us life after death, an endless joyful experience without all 
the pain of living?  

In other words, the images the brain holds about death are created out of 
fear and if we react to fear by plunging ourselves into beliefs, then we 
create more conflict. Observe the endless stream of thoughts that arise in 
the brain. Is there an awareness that is not identified with thinking that 
sees thinking for what it is? Then what is death? Isn’t it the ending of the 
known, the culmination of all our thoughts and images, including those 
we have about death? When we see that our concepts about death are 
only thoughts we have, projections from our conditioned thinking, then 
can the very fear of death in us die?  

 

 

 

 



 

 

THE MEANING OF SUFFERING 

Is suffering compounded 
by trying to get rid of suffering? 

What is suffering? We all suffer, it seems. Life is full of pain, the agony of 
daily living with all its contradictions. Someone dies and we grieve; we 
feel the pain of the loss, a natural response to the death of someone we 
love. We also suffer from diseases: The physical body is in pain, and we 
hurt. So, suffering is a part of life.  

Is there a deeper, more prolonged suffering we feel? When we are lonely, 
depressed, isolated, or fearful, we suffer. We are not loved, no one pays 
attention to us, we feel unworthy. If someone says they love us and then 
goes off with someone else, we feel rejected. Suffering is more than a 
response to the loss of a loved one, more than the agony of physical pain 
and disease.  

Some say that we suffer because we have gone against God and pursued 
evil and decadent ways; we are sinners. They say that we need God’s 
forgiveness to end our suffering. If only we believed in Him, we would 
find real joy and salvation. They say that a man called Jesus Christ died 
for our sins, and that in so doing he took on the suffering of the world.  

Some of these people have developed a means by which we can be 
relieved of our prolonged suffering by confessing our sins and doing some 
sort of penance. Churches contain images of suffering, especially in the 
traditional Christian houses of worship. The figure of Christ is nailed to a 
cross, with blood coming from his crown of thorns, tears from his eyes, a 
wound in his side, his hands and feet bleeding from nails pounded 
through them. All this suffering! Is this terrible image of suffering meant 
to evoke guilt that He died for our sins? Therefore, are we to worship Him 
and ask His forgiveness so that we can be released from guilt?  

We create our own suffering psychologically by remembering hurt and by 
feeling guilty. Suffering in the prolonged sense means that we live in a 
maze of self- indulgent, hurtful thoughts. Is suffering in this 
psychological sense necessary? Why do religious leaders exploit our fears 
and our need for forgiveness? Does further suffering come about when 
we try to get rid of suffering? Or when we dwell on how we did not live up 
to the expectations of others? If we fundamentally understand ourselves, 
can there be an end to this prolonged suffering?  



THE MYTH OF THE AMERICAN DREAM 

Can we be free in the future? 

Because I was reared in the United States of America, I have been taught 
to believe in “The American Dream,” which promises that if I work hard, 
am honest, thrifty, and reverent, I will be successful. The overt rewards 
of success are money, position, and security. The American Dream 
includes, for example, vacations to Hawaii, large cars, a two- or three-
bedroom house in the suburbs, and the opportunity to make increasing 
financial gains. I can even become President, if I just try hard enough.  

It is amazing how many people desperately and fervently believe in the 
dream, to the extent that they devote their whole working lives to jobs 
they hate in order to achieve this Utopian ideal. Then they can retire to 
Lake Whatever in their camper and fish their senior years away in a state 
of bliss. This fantasy is unfortunately all too common. And if they cannot 
make it, then they will sacrifice their lives by working themselves to 
death to support their children through college, or to earn the down 
payment for a house so their offspring can have some chance for the pot 
of gold at the end of the rainbow.  

Why do we have dreams? Why do we think in terms of living the good life 
in the future? Have we been conditioned to think this way? How did this 
American Dream start? How do the first settlers of this country influence 
our thinking and behavior today? We still celebrate Thanksgiving and 
honor the Puritans as noble adventurers. But what has really happened 
between then and now? How did the puritanical work ethic develop into a 
hard, tightfisted, competitive attitude that affects our lives all these years 
later?  

What a miserable life we create through our fearful attitudes and 
conditioned views – and then we dream of better times, a future of 
happiness, generosity, and well- being. We cause our own unhappiness 
by wishful thinking that only postpones freeing ourselves from suffering 
now. If we are not free now, can we be free in the future? So, after all, 
isn’t the American Dream just that . . . a dream? When will we wake up 
and see that the problem is in us and that living for a future solution 
through ideals only compounds and perpetuates the problem? How can 
we, in the education of young people, help them to see the fact that 
psychological suffering cannot be resolved through time, through belief, 
or through dreams? The lesson seems so simple, and yet we continue to 
live in the agony of beliefs, in the nightmare of our dream world.  

 



THE DANGER OF SENTIMENT 

Sentiment%is%a%form%of%pleasure%for%it%seeks%to%arouse;%
it%titillates%the%brain%

into%constant%pleasure%seeking.%

I listen to the radio and mostly hear “love” songs – one person lonely for 
another, someone leaving another, and so on. The lyrics are generally 
sentiment, words of jealousy and loneliness with music reinforcing the 
words.  

Sentiment can be dangerous. Zealous, nationalistic anthems create a 
surge of feeling, sometimes driving people to emotional frenzy. There is 
great energy in emotion. Politicians and leaders in the armed forces use 
sentiment in songs and anthems in psychosocial conditioning. And the 
media uses it constantly, keeping us at an emotional pitch, with 
advertising using sentiment to manipulate the public to consume goods.  

If we want our children to be psychologically free and healthy, they need 
to be aware of how their emotions can be played upon. Images and 
sounds can lead us to perform irrational actions. Can the child 
understand the difference between true feeling and sentiment, and make 
a clear distinction between passion produced by conditioning and 
passion that comes out of love for life? Sometimes it seems as if the 
whole of society is caught up in endless reinforcement of conditioned 
thinking, and that we act only out of lust and desire. The mind is being 
constantly stimulated by images of pleasure, with sentiment titillating 
the brain into constant self-indulgent activity. This is not a moral issue 
of right or wrong behavior. If we see what happens when the brain is 
caught in sentimentality and self-centered pleasure seeking, the danger 
becomes obvious. And this doesn’t mean that we are condemning 
pleasure; judging pleasure or sentimentality creates shoulds and should-
nots, and then we are caught again in the conflict of ideals.  

In educating our children, can we help them to observe, to creatively 
doubt the status quo? Can we get them to examine pleasure and 
sentimentality without judging? Judging or moralizing is the basis of 
religion and creates more and more misery and confusion. An intelligent 
understanding in no way uses or condones judgment, and so does not 
breed conflict.  

 

 

 



THE HEROIC ADVERSARY 

Isn’t%the%patriot,%the%hero,%our%paragon%of%virtue,%
paradoxically%the%real%enemy?%

The conditioning that arouses patriotism breeds violence. We are reared 
to be patriotic, to pledge our allegiance, to serve and defend our country 
against all enemies, foreign and domestic. This form of conditioning has 
its roots in tribalism, in primitive fears. Patriotism is a zealous 
unquestioning worship of country. And what, in essence, is a country 
but a tribe, a group of people who identify with each other through like-
minded images? Why do we need this tribal behavior? What purpose 
does it serve? It brings sorrow because it divides the world into 
fragments, my tribe versus your tribe – with each faction brandishing its 
tribal colors and donning its particular warrior garb whenever someone 
oversteps tribal boundaries.  

The hero is the honored patriot, but isn’t he the one who is most 
governed by conditioned ideals? Isn’t the patriot, the hero, our paragon of 
virtue, paradoxically the real enemy? An enemy is one who is hostile to 
another and brings injury or harm. The hero upholds the fragmented 
nationalistic tribal intent; the patriot cherishes the image of his country 
over all others.  

What shall we teach our children about heroism and patriotism? Do we 
want them to worship our heroes? The way education is now, we 
condition our children to follow leaders, to emulate heroes, to conform to 
positive attitudes about the country and the figureheads who represent 
it. By so doing, we destroy their intelligence and their capacity to 
understand life.  

 

 

THE UNITED NATIONS 
A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS 

It is identification with the fragment that prevents wholeness. 

For thousands of years, humankind has striven for peace and order 
among nations and peoples. Thousands of proposals have been offered, 
innumerable ideals tried, various Utopian plans legislated. But we are 
still violent and fragmented, divided at almost every level, united only in 
our desire for pleasure.  



We teach children that the way to solve global conflict is for all nations to 
come together to discuss the problems of conflict. We have built a 
complex of buildings and auditoriums in New York City called the United 
Nations to serve as the meeting ground of countries.  

If we look simply at this entity called the United Nations, what do we see? 
Certain individuals in various countries have been chosen to represent 
their nations; they come to New York as delegates to this structure 
designed for peace. Yet there is still tremendous global conflict. Why 
hasn’t the process worked? Some say it is because we need more time to 
agree on the terms of peace. But is there something fundamentally wrong 
here? If we look at the structure of the United Nations, we might be able 
to examine the root of the problem.  

First, the very name is a contradiction in terms . . . united/nations. 
United means whole, indivisible. Nations are fragments or divided parts. 
As long as there is fragmentation, there is not wholeness. This is a 
simple but overlooked fact. As long as each person is identified with his 
own country, with its separate nationalistic interests, there cannot be 
lasting peace. Writing eloquent documents proclaiming peace and the 
rights of all humankind is ineffectual and hypocritical! Worse, it 
perpetuates global violence under the guise of peace.  

Until each person representing the different nations or fragments sees 
the truth of this simple fact, there will be no real peace – there will only 
be more confusion. When these representatives of nations realize the 
irony of the situation and drop their national identification, then there 
can be wholeness. Wholeness is already there! It is simply the 
identification with a fragment that prevents the experience of wholeness. 
There is really nothing one can do to bring about peace and wholeness in 
the world. All one can do is to see the fragmentation and, in seeing it, 
end it.  

 

THE CONFLICT OF SELF-ESTEEM 

Can we live without any images of self? 

In education, we often talk about negative and positive self-images. We 
are aware of the destructive influence of a negative self-image, when one 
has a mental picture of oneself as a failure or unworthy. Educators, 
administrators, and parents have developed programs to build self-
esteem to replace the negative self-image with a positive one. The person 
with a positive self-image has a mental picture of himself as capable, 
successful, and worthy. But isn’t this positive self-image just as limiting 



as a negative one? Granted, it is more comforting to have images of 
success than of failure, but both images limit the person: Each is a form 
of conditioning, and breeds conflict.  

What is self-image? How does it function? A negative self-image has 
associated feelings of depression and isolation. Developing a positive self-
image is supposed to eradicate or replace a negative one. The child is 
usually rewarded for certain tasks he can do well, and slowly builds a 
sense of self-confidence.  

Confidence means belief in one’s abilities. It is important that the child 
be able to learn, unhindered by a negative self-image. We are only 
questioning the intelligence of replacing the negative self-image with a 
positive one.  

Self-image is a conclusion, a view one has drawn about oneself based on 
past knowledge. In order to successfully operate complicated machinery, 
or build bridges, or solve the challenges of science and medicine, one 
needs to have knowledge about the subject. And in order to gather 
knowledge, it helps to be vitally interested in the matter at hand. If you 
love doing what you do, you can bring a great deal of energy to the 
challenges of living. Knowledge, capability, and the love of a subject are 
all requisites for becoming an educated human being. So where does 
positive self-image come in? As stated earlier, self-image is a conclusion, 
a static view about one’s capabilities. This conclusion is fixed in time. 
Although the conclusion may be built upon, it is unmoving, stationary. 
When one builds upon this self-image, what happens? Does one become 
identified with that self-image and calls it “me”? When one has an image 
of someone else, what is one’s relationship to that person? Is this image 
based on the past? The issue of self-image seems to have deep 
consequences.  

When I have an image of myself and also of you, what is our 
relationship? If I begin to associate with others who have similar self-
images, what happens when we form a collective identification based on 
this common image? 

Can we live without any images of self? Is the development and 
maintenance of the self-image fundamentally divisive? Are there global 
implications? One begins to have an insight into the root of the problem 
when one asks questions of a serious nature, with the interest and 
patience to follow through in uncovering the underpinnings of 
psychological conflict.  

 



THE ROOTS OF VIOLENCE 

It%is%this%need%to%defend%that%isolates%the%mind,%
divides%person%from%person,%and%separates%human%beings.%

I think that what causes violence is so obvious that it escapes us. We 
imagine it to be a force beyond our understanding or control, unaware 
that the violence in the world is directly related to our own internal 
violence, violence that is conditioned into our daily existence. We have 
been educated to look for solutions to the symptoms of violence 
appearing in our “current events,” daily papers, and on television. It 
seems to me that concern over symptomatic issues such as capital 
punishment, nuclear weapons, or war is far removed from examination of 
the causes of violence, and without understanding the causes, we can 
never fundamentally eradicate violence. It will continue to plague us as it 
has since the very beginning of human relationship.  

One of the blocks to our understanding is that we have come to accept 
violence as an inevitable part of life. We think that perhaps we can 
reform a few particularly bothersome kinds of behavior, but we really feel 
that humans are inherently violent and cannot fundamentally change. 
This view has been a main factor in preventing us from ending violence. 
It is a myth that must be fully explored and exposed.  

We talk endlessly about violence and look to all sorts of experts to tell us 
what to do, but all the while the source of the problem is right in front of 
us – for it is us! The problem lies in our relationships of mutual 
exploitation created by fear. The fear may be residual behavior from more 
primitive times when tribes competed for too few resources, but today it 
is a different world with enough to go around. We have so much food that 
we stockpile, or destroy, or pay farmers not to grow – all so we can keep 
up a destructive contest of economic one- upmanship, so the few at the 
top can reap tremendous profits. When this dominant minority controls 
the greater bulk of the world’s resources, it is inevitable that the majority 
at the base of the pyramid must struggle against each other for whatever 
is left over after the self-assertive have taken their proportional bites, and 
on down the pecking order.  

I am not singling out the United States or free enterprise as the villain. 
The violence of aggression and competition is a human issue that 
involves everyone. Russia also has violence, though on the surface their 
particular form appears to be different – but violence is violence. The 
Communist system of political violence manifests as repression, and 
people are punished for not obeying the guidelines of government and a 
particular Utopian vision of life. Human beings in Russia, it seems to me, 
protect themselves through an ideological system that controls behavior. 



The devastation they encountered in the Second World War, the 
experience of being attacked and losing millions of people, made them 
highly sensitive to violence. As a nation they were brutally hurt, and they 
defend themselves from the threat of a repetition of that experience.  

What I am trying to say here is that the causes of violence, in any 
economic or political scheme, appear to have their roots in universal 
psychological human traits – in the individualistic, self-centered 
exploitation of human resources; in the fearful, aggressive drive to 
compete and to dominate; and in the need to control human behavior 
through a system of conditioning and enforced belief in ideological 
thinking. These traits, however, are only superficial. In order to 
understand the cause, we must delve even deeper, to the source of social 
disorder.  

If one looks closely at the mind, one can see how it functions; for 
example, how it gets hurt and how, out of this hurt, fear arises. This fear 
produces a need to defend, which is a creation of the protective 
mechanism. The need to defend isolates the individual, dividing person 
from person. The mind creates belief systems, based on particular 
conditioning, as a defense against further hurt.  

These belief systems, as political ideologies or religious dogma, break up 
the human race into factions (i.e., Arab, Jew, American, Russian, 
Christian, Catholic). One can observe, especially during wartime, each 
side believing that what they are doing is correct and just. The mind 
itself, hurt and fearful, wants to change itself so as to live free of pain. It 
tries to change by creating more ideals, denying the hurt, and affecting a 
more positive behavior. This does not help; in fact, it compounds the 
problem by creating conflict between the fact of hurt and the ideal of 
“nonhurt” (well-being), or socially between the fact of violence and the 
ideal of nonviolence.  

So, as I see it, the root causes of violence are seated in the fundamental 
workings of the mind, how it gets hurt and how it deals with this hurt. If 
one seriously traced violence from its symptoms to its source, one would 
eventually arrive at the individual human psyche. Instead, people look 
for relief in the mind’s inappropriate responses to hurt – in ideologies, 
ideals, defensive reactions. The problem is fragmentation, for the mind 
has created a world broken up into separate, isolated belief systems 
because it does not understand how to deal with the basic problem of 
hurt. It should also be obvious that our conventional fragmentary 
approaches to solving the problem of violence cannot work. A good 
example is the United Nations. How can a collection of fragments called 
“nations,” each one consisting of a group of individuals psychologically 
identified with a particular belief system, be united or whole? How can 



there be cooperation when there is division? The United Nations is a 
contradiction in terms. Religions suffer the same divisiveness.  

The only way for us to make sense out of this world is to realize that real 
cooperation requires each person to understand how he or she 
contributes to the problem by being a fragmented human. When this is 
understood, then each person, by rejecting any fragmentary way of living, 
can be whole and therefore end violence at its core. In other words, in 
order to end violence, to be whole, to live without conflict, to cooperate in 
relationship, one would have to end fragmentation since fragmentation 
caused by hurt and fear is at the root of violence. The symptoms of our 
violence are apparent in almost everything we do. In this part of the 
world, under our particular Capitalistic ideological system, advertising or 
marketing in business is a vivid symptom of violence. This means of 
indoctrinating the mind into consuming, “buying into the belief,” is an 
excellent place to start a serious investigation into the deeper roots of 
violence. First, one must go beneath the surface of the political, 
economic, sociological network. Secondly, one must be free of any belief 
system. If one has a vested interest in any system, then one cannot look 
unbiasedly. Even the reformers can become a part of mutual 
exploitation, because their vested interest is to perpetuate themselves as 
experts; they use opposition to the violence created by hurt and fear as a 
means of self-aggrandizement so that they can personally get ahead.  

In essence, violence has its roots in the reaction of the psyche to being 
hurt; fear becomes defensiveness, leading to isolated self-image, 
fragmentation, division and, finally, conflict. The traditional approach to 
understanding violence has been superficial and has led, paradoxically, 
to the compounding of violence through the creation of ideals, beliefs, 
and systems to control behavior – and it does not matter whether those 
ideals, beliefs, or systems are political, religious, or philosophical. Belief 
simply reinforces defensiveness, and intensifies fear and hurt. The only 
sensible approach is to see how the mind is hurt and to observe its 
responses to that hurt. This seeing, or observation, is insight. Insight that 
can end hurt comes about by observing hurt, not moving away from it; 
rather one sees that any action taken to deal with hurt is a fragmentary 
reaction, and only compounds the problem by creating more violence. 
This is not an intellectual approach. It is not a new philosophy, religion, 
or psychological gimmick. We simply need to look deeply at the root of 
violence, at its source – in the functioning of the human psyche. I am not 
asserting this to be true but am, rather, putting it forth for us to look at. 
Either there is a fundamental cause of violence, or there isn’t.  

 

 



THE DANGER OF BECOMING ONE HUMANITY 

Demon est Deus Invertus . . . The Devil is God inverted. 

The usual process in trying to bring about a change in human behavior 
is to deny the negative or undesirable quality one wants to change and 
affirm the positive or desirable quality one wants to attain. We look 
towards finding out what we should be doing, and do not look at what we 
actually do. We judge our behavior and, consequently, bring about 
conflict in the name of reform, in the name of idealism.  

This process occurs in numerous ways. One way that has been tried in 
an attempt to bring about a global response to changing the violent 
nature of humanity is to affirm our “connectedness,” our commonality, to 
see that underneath all our violent behavior we are really “one,” and 
therefore we should stop hurting ourselves.  

Countless articles have been written about being positive, connected, 
becoming one humanity. But isn’t this wishful thinking when, in fact, the 
world is not one humanity? The world is in continual conflict due to our 
separateness. So many idealistic reformers think that all we need to do is 
see our oneness and we will stop being violent towards each other, that 
humankind will join hands in one loving mass of mutual cooperation. 
Governments have even gone so far as to create “oneness laws,” so that 
we are forced to embrace the group consciousness. Religiously inclined 
people find their oneness through mutual belief in an all-pervasive God, 
a force that will adhere our beings into one global whole. All this seems 
romantic, fanciful, and terribly simplistic.  

Why don’t we look directly at the violence that separates us? Have we 
judged violence in order to change it? Judgment, the process of thought 
used to change behavior, conditions us through the powerful 
reinforcement of negative associations. It hurts to look at ourselves; the 
pain of self-consciousness prevents us from looking at what we do. Our 
so-called conscience, the moral guidelines instilled in us, is basically 
judgment; it says that what we do is “bad” and what we should be doing 
is “good.”  

The ugliness of human suffering is not something to linger over. I 
personally do not think it does us any good to dwell on battle casualties, 
car accidents, and other catastrophes. I do not consider “current events” 
either current or educational. Atrocities have been going on since the 
beginning of human relationship; there is nothing new about man’s 
inhumanity to man. The news just adds to the statistics, adding misery 
to misery – a macabre scorekeeping.  



I define something as educational if it enlightens one to the facts of a 
problem so one can intelligently understand and resolve it. In order to 
prepare us to solve problems, a true education must reach to the causal 
level, so that the problem is seen at its root and, therefore, can be 
prevented from happening again. Anything short of prevention at the root 
level is reform, which is not based on understanding why or how we do 
something.  

Dwelling on the manifestations of our separateness is morose and 
unenlightening, but if we look at the fundamental psychological causes, 
we are approaching the problem from an entirely different perspective. If 
we look at what separates us, we would paradoxically find a desperate 
need to discover our common humanity.  

Many people state that to discover what connects human beings is a 
logical approach to peace. Human beings have been attempting this for 
thousands of years; it is the basis of religious, political, and philosophical 
thought aimed at bringing about cooperation and unity between people. 
The process is commonly called “idealism,” and the desired ideal state of 
“connectedness” or “oneness” has been called God, Buddha, Christ, 
Energy, Harmony, Love, and even “The Force.” On a more mundane level, 
idealism focuses on human similarities rather than on those traits that 
make us different. It is an “accentuate the positive and eliminate the 
negative” approach. However, I think that this approach, however noble, 
is a way that paradoxically brings about and sustains the negative. In 
other words, any action to “discover our connections,” our “oneness,” or 
to bring about the positive is idealistic, and by its very nature brings 
about conflict, misery, and suffering.  

The process of discovering our “connections” or our “commonality” 
creates separateness because it aims to influence our behavior towards 
that connection or commonality. The fact is that we are separate. The 
hope is that we are connected, that somehow, underneath our 
separateness, there is unity. The problem occurs when we try to become 
connected. This process of becoming – that is, setting up ideals – causes 
division. A fact is a fact and an ideal is illusion, a form of wishful 
thinking. To set up an ideal, or a “what should be,” to replace fact creates 
conflict – between the fact (what is) and the ideal (what should be). The 
harder one tries to attain the ideal, any ideal, the more one has to get rid 
of the fact, to eliminate the problem. But one’s efforts only seem to create 
a tension in oneself and, hence, externally in the world. Anything divided 
within itself, fragmented, is in a state of conflict.  

There is a Latin saying, “Demon est Deus Invertus” meaning “The Devil is 
God Inverted,” which implies that the Devil or evil is created by the 
creation of the good or God. In other words, to try to eliminate the 



problem of human separateness by the creation of an ideal – such as the 
search for our commonality or connectedness – is a process of conflict. 
The only way I know to solve the problem that does not compound it by 
setting up ideals is to realize that to understand any situation, one has 
to look at the facts only. If my car is not working well, what should I do? 
Do I search for the ideal car – or do I stop, open the hood, and begin to 
observe what has gone mechanically awry? I think that human problems 
require the same approach, but that our vanity prevents us from seeing 
ourselves as ordinary or mechanistic. We tend to view ourselves as lofty 
beings, surely not mere creatures of habit and commonplace error, 
subject to operant conditioning.  

In essence, I am saying that our need to discover mutual connectedness 
arises from human suffering caused by our separateness and is itself the 
very action that creates the disconnectedness or separateness! Perhaps 
the supposed underlying connectedness or commonality is nothing more 
than our own self-centered projection. It is ironic that by trying 
desperately to bring about wholeness and harmony, we create 
fragmentation and disharmony.  

I think that in order to be connected, paradoxically, one has to be 
completely alone. Being totally alone, not seeking anything, a person can 
be “all one,” a real individual. The word individual originally meant 
indivisible, whole, and not capable of being separated. If one is 
intrinsically whole, indivisible within one’s psyche, then there is no need 
to be connected with others. But when we try to be whole through 
willpower, through the need to create a sense of external unity, we 
fragment ourselves and create separateness in our desire to be connected 
with others. I do not see how wholeness can come about by “discovering 
our connectedness” outside ourselves. Only when we perceive and put 
aside this striving to be connected does separation dissolve.  

People separate themselves because of their ambitions. The ambition to 
succeed, to win as individuals (“individualism”), encourages “each person 
for himself.” Psychologically isolated in our separate ego structures, we 
are divided. Divided, we are pitted one against another to ensure our own 
survival. We perpetuate this thrust for individual survival in education; 
we teach our children to become successful, competitive, isolated, 
fragmented human beings. Then, once we are separated and feel the pain 
of that, we covet wholeness, and our ambition turns towards achieving 
unity with others.  

Why can’t we see what we are doing? How did we set up this incredible 
relationship of mutual exploitation based on separation? We create a 
situation, then label it bad, and sustain the badness by creating its 
opposite, the ideal of goodness.  



 

PATRIOTISM 
THE ENEMY OF PEACE 

The clinging for security to the nation and the patriotic zeal to remember 
and identify with the heroic war dead are the very actions that 

create and sustain violence! 

Patriotism and nationalism hold terrible contradictions. Patriots believe 
that peace comes from upholding the honor of their nation, and fervently 
believe that they must cherish the nation’s past and glorify their war 
dead. They keep these memories alive through ceremonies, heroic 
images, and terrifying displays of armed force.  

People have been psychologically scarred by wars. Both Russians and 
Americans remember the last Great War with fear. Being afraid, they 
protect and isolate themselves inwardly and outwardly; the nature of fear 
is isolating. Inwardly, the mind creates defenses against being hurt in 
the future. It holds on to memory, the past, resolving that these terrible 
things shall never happen again. In this fear and defensiveness, the mind 
projects outwardly and creates external defenses. It clings to the familiar, 
the security of its people, its culture, nation, and builds barriers around 
itself. We think that by clinging for security to that which is greater than 
us, we will survive. But the opposite is true. The clinging for security to 
the nation, and the zeal to remember and identify with the heroic war 
dead, are the very actions that create and sustain violence. In other 
words, the conventional approach to bringing about “peace” through 
patriotic or nationalistic identification is, paradoxically, the essence of 
war because it is based on fear and isolating, self- protective thinking.  

Almost everyone is caught up in identifying with the greater symbol, with 
the fragmentary, nationalistic perspective. Russians fear the Americans 
and Americans  fear the Russians; Arabs fear the Israelis and Israelis 
fear the Arabs; and so on. Each is identifying with the fragment, 
projecting that the other is the enemy, and creating higher and higher 
walls of isolation and resistance. We try through social reform to end the 
isolation, to bring down the walls, but all we really seem to do is create 
further barriers. We do not see that the problem cannot be dealt with 
through reform because it is rooted in the human brain. The self-
centered need for psychological survival generates the need to identify 
and formulate belief systems for security. The fundamental fear that 
produces nationalistic identification and, hence, isolation has its roots in 
individualistic thinking – that “I” must survive above all. The Socialist or 
Communist view is that conformity to the group or nation is all-
important, and in the West individual success is worshipped. Both views 



are based on particular cultural conditioning, perspectives that are 
imposed upon the brain out of fear and belief and arise from the same 
source. We continue to look outwardly for the answer to conflict in 
relationship, not realizing that the very eyes through which we look are 
the source of the problem, that in trying to mold the world to our beliefs, 
to our fearful self-protective views, we destroy it in the process.  

Perhaps we are too used to indulging ourselves in romantic political 
causes or noble religious quests to look at the actual mundane reality of 
our behavior. Since focus on social reform, on the symptom, is familiar, 
can we look at this in a new light? Perhaps we can start from where we 
actually are, but with new vision. We must first shift our perspective 
from trying to change the problem of conflict to wanting to understand it. 
We must suspend our usual approach and seriously question 
conventional ways of bringing about peace. It is vital that we become 
aware of the tragic irony in patriotism and nationalism, and see that the 
very actions we believe will save us and bring about peace are the very 
actions that destroy us. We need to understand that trying to achieve 
national security by honoring the memory of past wars and war dead is 
what sustains fear and, in so doing, builds greater barricades to 
understanding, creating further isolation, fragmentation, division, and 
hence, conflict. It is the very act of prevention that is, paradoxically, the 
cause of violence.  

Can we see that there can never be wholeness, real world peace, if there 
is fragmentation – my country versus your country, my ideal versus your 
ideal? The only way this could work is if one belief dominated the world, 
converting every human being to its ways . . . which is what many have 
tried to do. Each country is determined that their way is the best, each 
religious fragment insists that they are the “chosen one.” Are we aware of 
the potential violence and tremendous arrogance inherent in this way of 
thinking? Politicians and religious leaders propose to bring about world 
order and peace. This is an ideal. Through fragmentary political or 
religious beliefs, what they are actually doing is creating a divided, 
violent world at war. It appears that mankind does not really want 
harmony. Our intellectual ideals speak eloquently of peace and yet our 
actions are violent, self-centered, and divisive. We are hypocrites; we say, 
“Love thy neighbor” but we fear him. We build walls of resistance around 
ourselves and huddle together in small bands, terrified that others 
(“they”) will attack us. It seems that we are still very primitive, warlike 
tribes in a modern jungle. Our weapons, no longer sticks or stones, are 
capable of killing millions of people in a matter of seconds. And the way 
we are going about trying to solve the problem of violence is itself violent.  

 



CAN THINKING SOLVE THE PROBLEMS THINKING HAS CREATED? 

Can thinking critique itself, enquire into its own workings? 

Today, there are many “new” ways of thinking – psychological, 
philosophical, religious, political, economic, sociological, biological, 
anthropological, and historical – and many new theories exist about the 
reasons for global conflict and suffering. In “new” thinking in psychology, 
the mind has invented an endless array of approaches to human 
development, taking the study of the act of living to a new and more 
complex state of the art. It seems that to be “self-actualized” (humanistic 
psychology’s noble ideal), or “self-transcended” (transpersonal 
psychology’s lofty goal), the average person would need to spend his life 
and then some devoted to the overwhelming “spiritual paths” of 
attainment.  

Do we really believe that all this “new” thinking is bringing about order, 
or is it producing more confusion and disorder? Have we ever stopped to 
examine this process fundamentally? What are we trying to do with all 
this “new” thinking? Have we fallen in love with the process of thinking 
as the end-all? Have we considered if thinking can actually solve conflict? 
Granted, thinking can solve scientific and technological problems, and 
functions efficiently in this area; however, scientific thinking can also 
become self-centered and distorted, creating destructive technological 
solutions and devices.  

The single fundamental question is: “Can thinking solve the problems 
thinking has created?” If we take this question seriously, then perhaps 
we might approach the solving of conflict in a radically new way. The 
purpose of this book is to examine, not answer, this question. It is a part 
of our overeducated, conditioned approach to expect answers. Can we, 
instead, just hold on to the question, so to speak, and begin to become 
aware of the process of thinking itself, how it functions in both the 
technological and psychological realms? Can thinking critique itself, 
enquire into its own workings? This is not an intellectual process. We are 
asking if we can actually witness thought in action, watching its 
movement in us each moment. Being aware of how thinking becomes 
manifest in the world, we may be able to see how thinking creates social 
structures which reinforce its place in society.  

It seems that creating “new” ways of thinking only sustains the problem. 
Is there actually a “new” way of thinking, or is an age-old process re-
dressed in modern clothing to appear fresh and new? If this is the case, 
then it is not inventing another “new” way of thinking, but rather 
understanding the old way, that leads to freedom.  



THE MYTH OF MANY PATHS 

For conflict to end, 
do we need to end belief? 

We are conditioned to be tolerant of all people, to accept the incongruity 
of humanity, to embrace the diverse ways people choose to believe and 
live. In essence, we believe that all paths lead to the same source, but 
have we really looked at this or have we just accepted it as true because 
of our own personal, particular way or belief system? That one person’s 
influence should dominate or that one belief system should prevail is 
what humans have been trying to effect for thousands of years. Human 
beings have individually and collectively tried to influence behavior 
through political and religious indoctrination, to sway people into 
believing in their particular dogma or creed to gain power and influence. 
But have we ever questioned the need to believe, or fundamentally 
questioned what purpose belief serves?  

Many people assert that belief brings people together, but is this really 
true? Isn’t it actually the nature of belief to separate, divide and, hence, 
create conflict? Some say that to bring about wholeness we need to 
honor all beliefs, thereby creating unity in diversity. But are we fooling 
ourselves?  

Why are we so afraid to face life directly? Why do we hide in intellectual, 
romantic escapes? Are we afraid of seeing pain, suffering, and disorder, 
so we escape into beliefs? Do we actually need the comfort and security 
that beliefs seem to provide us?  

Democratic nations pride themselves on tolerance and freedom – their 
cherished ideals – but, in actuality, are the people tolerant or free? Or are 
they, in their daily lives, caught up in isolating and fragmentary beliefs?  

Democratic nations pride themselves on “rights”: the right to free speech, 
the right to worship as one pleases, and so on. Doesn’t this demand for 
rights come out of a reaction to being forced to believe, to conform to a 
particular pattern of behavior? Does having a “right” to believe bring 
freedom or, paradoxically, lead to more of the same – more conditioned 
thinking and living?  

There are those who say that their right to believe comes directly from 
God, the Ultimate Authority. Does this intimidate people from 
questioning? Isn’t this another trick of the mind to convert others to its 
deductions through authoritative persuasion?  



Many kindhearted people believe that someday in the future people will 
come together under one God and live without conflict. This is called 
“hope” or “faith.” But can conflict end in the future? Are we not evading 
the fact that conflict is actually sustained now by this type of thinking? 
In other words, hope and faith breed conflict, isolation, and division 
because this approach is in time and therefore incapable of bringing 
about fundamental change now.  

Can we examine if what we call “paths” are actually illusions based on 
the hope that one day we will be free? This is not a negative question. 
Most people fear facing the truth of something because they have judged 
it. Judgment brings pain and keeps us from looking directly at the facts, 
therefore preventing us from understanding and going beyond judgment.  

How ironic that the very actions we take to bring about “positive” 
behavior, wholeness, peace, and order in actuality bring about the 
opposite! How can each of us, individually or collectively, become 
identified with like- minded others, maintain our separate beliefs, and 
also bring about unity in the world? Some say that if we believe in 
wholeness, have an image of unity, and visualize world peace, conflict 
can end. But for conflict to end, don’t we need to end belief? Have we 
approached the ending of conflict in the wrong way? We tenaciously cling 
to our beliefs, seeing them as inseparable from ourselves, because 
without belief we feel life will be meaningless and not worth living. So, we 
continue trying to bring “meaning” to our lives by our beliefs and, 
therefore, sustain conflict.  

We believe in symbols of world peace and mesmerize ourselves into 
thinking and feeling that we are doing good work, when in actuality we 
are creating a world of disorder and violence. If we could only look at this 
without rejecting or judging, we would see the truth of something, which 
is actuality and not negative at all! Yet the mind conjures up fears and 
continues in its own dream world. What prevents us from seeing the 
truth of this is the holding to individual paths and separate (or all- 
encompassing) belief systems. Opinion, intellectual debates, and the 
stimulation of differing views sustain the individual (ego). We seem to 
thrive on conflict and get tremendous vitality and energy from opposition.  

It seems that we really do not want to be at peace and tenaciously defend 
our ways, paths, and beliefs, for in this separation we find our place and 
meaning in life.  

 

 



 

POLITICS 
THE ART OF CONFLICT 

Can conflict end in the future? 

Conflict is produced because our system of politics is founded on 
opposition and separatism. As humans, we seem to thrive on conflict, the 
battle of wills, and all the drama this produces. Our lives are based on 
competition and winning. If there were no conflict, what would we do? If 
we could not compete, what would be the fun in living?  

Some say that conflict creates growth and is a positive force in learning. 
They say that new meaning and approaches arise out of conflict. Many 
feel that life would be dull without conflict and, in this way, glorify our 
separateness, individual attainments, and personal dreams and 
fulfillments. They assert that the probable truth is that without conflict 
we would be nothing.  

Does conflict produce real change and growth? Growth means time, 
change that occurs in the future. Can conflict end in the future, through 
a step-by-step process of attaining life without conflict?  

Politics are intended to produce social well-being. How can we have 
social well-being when our political parties are in opposition from the 
start? It appears that differentness and opposition benefit the self-
fulfilling candidate and his like-minded followers. In other words, politics 
require and sustain personal gain and power.  

Political conventions are superficial displays of sensationalism and 
sentiment, vulgar and petty exhibitions of people’s need for identification. 
We need to help students understand such primitive political ritual so 
they can make rational, intelligent decisions regarding the serious 
challenges of life.  

 

 

 

 

 



THE ENDING OF WAR – AN HOLISTIC APPROACH 

People%have%spent%lifetimes%in%superficial%explorations%
into%the%nature%of%war.%

War has been going on for thousands of years; people have killed millions 
of their own kind. Volumes have been written about war and its causes, 
historically, sociologically, and psychologically. War has been, and 
continues to be, humankind’s solution to solving conflict. Why? Can we 
ask this question simply, holistically?  

In order to stop war, we must first stop warring! It is obvious that we 
must end the solving of conflict by violent means if we want to end 
violence. But this is only the beginning of ending violence, for the roots of 
war are far deeper. However, the first and most obvious realization is at 
the political or symptomatic level.  

To explore the causes of war, we must go below the brutality of overt 
aggression to the second level and question our conventional approaches 
to bringing about peace to see if they are, in fact, producing the opposite 
effect. Are religious and political institutions that are dedicated to the 
peaceful resolution of conflict actually inducing violence? Does religious 
thinking bring peace or does it, through the imposition of ideals, create 
personal and social conflict? Do politics generate well-being and order in 
society or, being based on opposition, create disorder and competitive 
aggression? We must seriously question our traditional views in this 
area, but we also need to go beyond this second sociological, 
symptomatic level to the deepest roots of conflict.  

In order to examine the ending of war holistically, on every level, we will 
need to enquire into the cause of war at the psychological level, the level 
of the human psyche, to see how conflict is fundamentally created there 
through conditioned beliefs and the use of thinking to change behavior.  

Too often we have only touched the first level, getting lost in a maze of 
confused, symptomatic thinking, writing volumes about this particular 
war or that particular war. People have spent lifetimes in superficial 
explorations into the nature of war but rarely has anyone gone beneath 
the surface, except in moralistic discourse. Rarely has anyone questioned 
the conventional approaches to resolving conflict, and even more rare is 
the person who goes beyond that into the roots of psychological and 
social disorder.  

 

 



 

CREATIVE DISCONTENT 

Doubt and discontent are vital ingredients 
in a psychological revolution in learning. 

Why are we so concerned with success and the images of success? It 
seems that the underlying purpose of our conventional education is to 
condition young people to succeed, to develop the affectations of success. 
What is this so-called confidence that we seem to want, the image of 
savoir-faire? Can we observe this behavior in ourselves, or see it in 
others, without becoming identified with it?  

The confidence of the business person, the swaggering, mock-friendly 
attitude he gives out; the confidence of the politician or national leader 
playing with power; the confidence of the religious leader whose only 
authority is God; the confidence of the educator with his control over the 
lives of children; the confidence of an expert in the academic world – is 
this confidence or bravado? Real self-esteem or fac ̧ade? I do not deny 
that professionalism or expertise has value, but the professional image or 
persona that one develops to give the air of casual confidence is often 
empty, false.  

It is important to help our children see through this vanity. We need to 
foster in them a sense of creative doubt, a questioning attitude, so that 
young people are not fooled by the superficiality of the self-image that 
projects a false sense of confidence. We need to help them be creatively 
discontent with the way things are. Doubt can help free the child from 
the influences of conditioning. Doubt does not unquestioningly accept 
the conventional; discontent can break up the rigid patterns of 
traditional behavior without rebellion. Creative doubt and discontent are 
vital ingredients in a psychological revolution in learning and are 
necessary qualities for a healthy and sane life.  
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